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Editorial –   Having ended 2019 in a positive mood, I
should have realised life would get in the way. After a
bout of flu that knocked me out for most of February, we
now have the Corona virus panic causing chaos and no
idea of where it will lead.

For  those  who  are  self-isolating  or  under
lockdown, Awen and The Supplement will be available
for download (and there are numerous back-issues), and I
have a couple of other online projects I hope to make
available soon. And, for those of you who aren’t online,
we  will,  of  course,  continue  to  release  magazines  and
booklets, assuming the post isn’t disrupted.

Best,
DJ Tyrer,

   Editor

The Atlantean Publishing Blog  (including PDFs,
prices and guidelines) is at :

http  s  ://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com  

Visit the wiki at
https://atlanteanpublishing.  fandom  .com  

Editorial Address
4 Pierrot Steps
71 Kursaal Way
Southend-on-Sea

Essex, SS1 2UY, UK

Email :  atlanteanpublishing@hotmail.com

Copies of The Supplement are available for a SAE
in the UK and £2/€4 in Europe and £2.50/$5 RoW.

Available as a PDF for free from the blog.

Please note that we take no liability for cash sent
through the post. Sterling cheques and postal orders

must be payable to DJ Tyrer.

PayPal :  You can now pay through
https://www.paypal.me/DJTyrer

Tigershark ezine
issue 25

The Hopes & Fears issue is out now.

To  download  the  current  issue  or  all
previous issues for free, visit the website
https://tigersharkpublishing.wordpress.com/

home/issues-of-tigershark-ezine/

DJ Tyrer’s One Vision remains available!

………………………………………...

The Pen
Poetry Explosion Newsletter

An international promulgation of the
written word.

Guidelines:
thepoetbandcompany.yolasite.com
Email: wewuvpoetry@hotmail.com

Arthur C. Ford, P.O. Box 4725,
Pittsburgh, PA.15206, USA.

Poetry  (<40 lines) and prose (<300
words)  sought  for  future  issues.
Submit  five  pieces  (any  sort  or
theme) in the body of the email and
include your postal address.

Subscribe (one year) for $25
(USA/Canada) or $35 (RoW) via

PayPal to
givemequality@yahoo.com

Available Now
From Atlantean Publishing

Monomyth 19.1, 19.2, 19.3

All three 2019 issues of Monomyth are still
available - £3 each or £6 for all three, thanks
to the three-for-two offer.

£1.50 (UK) / £3 (overseas)
….....………………………………………..

View From Atlantis
now has twelve issues of genre poetry

online with a thirteenth due shortly
https://viewfromatlantis.wordpress.com/

………………………………………………

Editing and Advice

Manuscript  in  a  mess?  Plot  going  nowhere?
Celine Rose Mariotti offers an editing service
for  budding  writers,  as  well  as  other  writing
advice. She also has a range of jewellery and
books on offer.

Celine Rose Mariotti  also has a new book of
showbiz stories, including one featuring Frank
Sinatra and Dean Martin headlining on Mars,
available soon :

Razzle Dazzle

For more information visit her site at :

h  ttp://crmenterprises-homebusiness.com  

Now Open

Aesthetica Creative Writing Award is
now  open  for  entries.  Submit  your
Poetry and ShortFiction work and win
£1,000  +  publication  within  an
inspiring anthology.

Find out more : https://bit.ly/1NBc3Ov 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Artwork

Denny Marshall’s award-winning artwork
is now available from Zazzle on posters
and  coffee  cups,  with  more  images
coming…

https://www.zazzle.com/collections/
the_art_of_denny_e_marshall-

119482509555408634

www.dennymarshall.com

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Out Now

Overdrive

A new poetry release from Christine
Despardes 

Find info and access for this new
release at

http://chrisd.tradebit.com/files

https://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com/
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Review by Paul Murphy

Aftermath
Art in the Wake of World War One

At the Tate Britain On the 29th July, 2018

A  solitary  abandoned  helmet  often
symbolised  a  dead  soldier,  this  iconic
image was used by French, British and
German  war  artists.   The  Tate’s
exhibition to mark the centenary of the
end of hostilities in what became known
as The Great War or even ‘the war to end
all  wars’,  focuses  on  official  and
unofficial war art, meaning depictions of
the  fighting  on  canvas  or  in  sculpture.
There  are  also  the unofficial  efforts  of
the  men,  matchbox  covers,  letter
openers,  ash  trays,  money  boxes  made
from  used  and  abandoned  shell  cases,
spent cartridges and other wasted metal
that surrounded them on the battlefield.
Some  of  these  pieces  are  very  finely
made  indeed  and  they  underline  the
wasted creativity,  the lives  thrown into
the  mouth  of  battle,  devoured  and
destroyed.

Following the end of the war,
for  the  focus  of  this  exhibition  is  the
aftermath,  a  term  derived  from
agriculture  meaning  the  harvest  at  the
end of a summer, the French and British
constructed cenotaphs, literally meaning
‘empty  tomb’.   This  was  meant  to
symbolise  the  unknown  soldier,  the
many  names  separated  from  their
remains and, of course, their loved ones.
Little mention was made of the millions
of  African,  Asian  and  other  colonial
troops  who  fought  on  all  sides.
Recovery in Germany was much slower,
and a proper national war memorial was
only constructed in 1931.

Before  this  only  smaller
German  towns  and  cities  constructed
their  own  memorials  to  commemorate
the  fallen  just  as  smaller  French  and
British  towns  had  done.   Disabled
veterans  were  given  prominence  at  the
French commemorations, they even led
the  parade  of  honour  contrasting  with
their  British  counterparts  who  ushered
disabled veterans into grandstands where
they would be inconspicuous.  Attempts
to  marginalise  the  disabled  were  also
followed  by  general  attempts  to  revise
the image of war,  even censorship was
employed  when  images  of  war  were
perceived to have gone too far.  

Depictions  of  wounds,
disabilities  and  shell  shock  as  in  the
medical portraits of Henry Tonks (1862-
1937) completed in 1916-17 clearly go
beyond  mere  depictions  to  become
actual  portraits.   These  were  never
exhibited  in  the  artist’s  lifetime  only
being used for medical purposes. 

German post-war artists like Otto
Dix  (1891-1969),  Heinrich  Hoerle  (1895-
1936)  and  Conrad  Felixmüller  (1897-1977)
were  more  socially  committed  than  their
French  and  British  contemporaries  and
tended  also  to  depict  the  consequences  of
post traumatic stress disorder or shell shock
as it was known then.

In  Dix’s  The  Card  Players
(Kartenspieler, 1920) three veterans attempt
to  play  cards,  somehow  manipulating  the
deck  with a  variety of  artificial  prostheses.
The work has an implicit and satirical anti-
war message, but such works did not fit  in
with  the  aims  of  the  emerging  National
Socialists.  Advances in medicine such as the
triage  system  meant  that  casualties  were
removed  quickly  from  the  battlefield  for
treatment.

Thus, men who might have died of
their wounds even thirty years  earlier  were
now saved but they had much to endure on
the  home  front.   Dix’s  work  Match  Seller
(Streichholzhändler, 1920)  emphasizes  the
pitiable  treatment  of  veterans  as  they  are
reduced  to  the  most  abject  work  and
existence.  Dix’s work was exhibited under
the auspices of German pacifism but his own
commitment to pacifism was ambivalent for
he believed that an artist should record rather
than proselytise.  

The  breakdown  of  traditional
community  and  culture  due  to  the  horrific
impact of modern, mechanised warfare led to
an  emergent  avante  garde  consisting  of
movements  such  as  Dada  and  Surrealism.
Other  contemporary  movements  like
Futurism  and  Vorticism  had  promoted
militarism  or  at  least  been  ambivalent
towards the impact  of war.   Andre Masson
(1896-1987),  the  photographer  John
Heartfield  (1891-1968)  and  Max  Ernst
(1891-1976) all recorded the post-war years,
attempting  to  bring  politicians  to  account,
witnessing  the  beginnings  of  a  new  arms
race.  Many were politically committed like
John Heartfield who was an active member
of the Communist Party.  

Lithograph  series  by  Kathe
Köllwitz  (1867-1945),  Max  Beckmann
(1884-1950)  and  Georges  Roualt  (1871-
1958)  evoke  a  traditional  response  to
propaganda for these could be handled and
viewed  in  the  home  rather  than  at  gallery
exhibitions.   Köllwitz’s  work  War (der
Krieg, 1920)  is  her  depiction  of  personal
suffering after her son Peter was killed at the
front.  In  a  succession  of  images,  stark,
bleakly contrasting, she depicts the guilt and
suffering of widows and parents.  

Beckmann’s  Hell (die  Hölle,
1919) insinuates us into a Berlin which has
descended  into  chaos  and  barbarism.
Roualt’s  lithograph  series  Misery  of  War
(Miserere  et  Guerre,  1926)  uses  muted
religious  iconography  to  make  its  points
about compassion and suffering.

The  simplicity,  directness  and
economy  of  the  form  makes  it  a
formidable tool of art and truth telling but
not powerful enough to prevent the rise of
militarism  in  Germany  in  the  post-war
era.   The  politicians  knew  that  if  the
images scandalised and disgusted society
enough  that  they  could  still  be  banned
under the auspices of “patriotism”.

Room  6  Return  to  Order
explains  how  artists  began  to  adopt
traditional,  conservative  and  reactionary
techniques  and  views  to  respond  to  the
era  of  reconstruction  that  followed  the
war.

A  familiar  combination  of
Classicism  and  Modernity  is  evoked  in
Eric  Gill’s  (1882-1940)  sculpture
Mankind (1827-8,  stone).  George
Clausen’s (1852-1944)  The Road,  Winter
Morning (1923)  and  Felix  Vallotton’s
(1865-1925) Road at St Paul (Var) (1922
both oil on canvas) evoke the popularity
of traditional depictions of the landscape
on  both  sides  of  the  English  Channel.
Christian  apologists  like  Winifred
Knights  (1899-1947),  Albert  Birkle
(1900-1986) and Stanley Spencer (1891-
1959) linked the post-war period with the
aftermath of apocalyptic Christian events
such as the deluge or the crucifixion.

However,  in  Germany  social
reconstruction  was  hindered  by
continuing  political  instability  and
economic  collapse.   George  Grosz’s
(1893-1959)  drawing  Toads  of  Property
(Die  Besitztkröten, 1920,  ink  on  paper)
ponders  the  role  of  war  profiteers  and
other opportunists who made fortunes out
of  human  misery.   Grosz’s  work  Grey
Day (Grauer  Tag, 1921,  oil  on  canvas)
records the work of ‘The Council Official
for Disabled Veterans’.

The  council  worker’s
hilariously  satirical  moon  face  seems
eerily inverted, he walks away from the
grimly  apathetic  disabled  veteran  and
seems to have no conception of the war
and its consequences. The solitary worker
who  meanders  through  the  canvas  does
not even have a face.  Reconstruction was
beginning  in  Germany  and  across  the
world and these images pinpoint the post-
war culture of pubs and clubs too.  Artists
were  beginning  to  look  to  America  for
examples of profound Modernist turmoil,
decadence and innovation.

The skyscrapers  of  New York
City depicted in works like Paul Citroen’s
(1896-1983)  Metropolis  (1923  printed
paper  and  photographs)  seem  to
symbolise  the  youthful  ambition  and
yearning of the new era.
…………………………………………..

Send us your letters of comment!



Letters to the Editor

Dear DJ, 
A  belated  thanks  for  and

comment  on  the  always  enjoyable
Supplement (Issue 92). I take note of a
subtle  connection  between  two  of  the
Issue's  longer  pieces  –  Paul  Murphy's
review  of  the  Van  Gogh  and  Britain
exhibition  at  the  Tate,  and  Surreal
Words: Film vs Poetry by Cardinal Cox.
One  of  the  three  silent  films  set  for
poetic  accompaniment  in  the  latter
article  was  1928's  Germaine  Dulac-
directed,  The  Seashell  and  the
Clergyman.  The  elliptical  scenario  for
this  classic  of  surrealistic  cinema  was
written  by  the  brilliant  French
actor/poet/  theorist/madman  Antonin
Artaud.

The most  renowned work  of
Artaud's  post-asylum internment  period
is his  Van Gogh the Suicide of Society.
This  essay,  written  in  1947,  is  more  a
reaction  to,  than  review  of,  a  major
exhibit  of  Van  Gogh's  paintings  at  the
Orangerie  Museum  in  Paris.  In  this
essay's  approximately  thirty  pages  one
‘authentic  madman’  comments  on  the
life and work of another.

The  nexus  of  inspiration  is
clear:  Van  Gogh  inspired  Artaud  and
Murphy;  Artaud  inspired  Dulac;  Dulac
inspired  Cox  and  his  collaborators;
Murphy and Cox inspire this letter... and
perhaps  others.  Inspiration  has  few
degrees of separation.

Best Wishes,
David Edwards

Dear DJ,
T’Supplement  92 has  been

received,  downloaded,  printed,
scrutinised,  drug-tested,  fingerprinted,
DNA  profiled,  interviewed  regarding
unsavoury connections, and very nearly
released with a caution. But, then I read
it.

It  was  full  of  the  usual
suspects. JF Haines (a man known to us
for  nefarious  ‘SF  poetry’ activities)  let
slip a very interesting account of some
quasi-lunar  goings on in,  of  all  places,
Parr  Hall,  Warrington.  Apparently  you
could see all round the entire surface of
the moon from an upper gallery, and that
it  had  been  reduced  to  a  scale  of
1:500,000. A likely story! I put it to Mr
Haines (if that is in fact his real name),
that while he claimed to be at this ‘Parr
Hall’,  he was in fact at  the Warrington
Arts  Festival,  and  was  actually  casing
the joint for the chance of getting a look
at ET.

Paul  Murphy,  often  seen
hanging around art galleries and movie
theatres  (or  ‘cinemas’  in  the  popular

slang)  was  caught  red-handed  supplying
reviews of Once Upon A Time In Hollywood,
Monet  And  Architecture and  –  wot’s  this
’ere? – Van Gogh And Britain.

Next,  you’ll  be  telling  us  about
Picasso’s  Butlins  period.  However,  upon
examining  the  items  thoroughly,  they
transpired  to  be  of  an  intriguing  and
informative nature, and in the case of Monet
And  Architecture,  highly  evocative  of  the
matter concerned. It is believed this Murphy
chap has something of a reputation for this
kind of thing, so we shall be keeping an eye
on him.

As  for  so-called  Cardinal  Cox
(that’s  right,  and I’m Archbishop Tutu),  he
came  up  with  an  ingenious  account  of
writing  poetry  as  the  soundtrack  for  silent
Surrealist films. As far as I know, there’s no
actual law against it (so long as we don’t get
too many of those eyeballs cut in half), so all
I really have to complain of is the fact that
you would have to actually be there to fully
appreciate  it.  In  the  meantime,  we  shall
simply  have  to  take  his  word  for  it.
All  in  all  a  most  peculiar  collection  of
‘unconventional’ material,  highly  indicative
of the times we live in. I can only shake my
head in wonder.

Yours, weighing up the evidence,
Neil K. Henderson

………………………………………………

Strange Aeons
By Cardinal Cox

With  the  release  of  Codex  Kaiju by
Atlantean Publishing, a sequel to Codex
Yokai (both relating distantly to my two
contributions  to  the  Xothic  Sathlattae
range) I thought I’d put pixel to screen to
discuss a little about the pair. 

Set around a hundred years in
the future in post-climate change Japan
(mostly) the two central characters are a
sister and a brother. She is an officer in
the Japanese Space Agency,  in  Codex
Yokai she is back from a tour of duty on
Mars, in Codex Kaiju she is back there.
Her brother from the first  pamphlet  has
not left his flat in many years (nor does
he  need  to),  interacting  with  the  world
through his computer.

At  the  start  of  Yokai he
accessed  an  illegal  and  dangerous
program  known  by  the  abbreviation
NKLNM. For most people it does nothing
when it downloads into their brain (or so
it is believed); for ten percent it  induces
migrane4s; for one percent it causes the
recipient  to  fall  into  a  coma.  For  the
brother though it allows him to access an
apparently virtual reality.

The inspirations for these works
was the convoluted mythology created by
H.P. Lovecraft and his circle and so I re-
worked some of these with parallels from

Japanese folklore. Instead of the dog-
headed  ghouls  of  the  Dreamlands  I
used kitsune fox-spirits. Instead of the
Deep  Ones  I  used  kappa  –  though
while  some  are  from  the  ancient
aquatic  lineage,  others  are
Polynesians  (with  bio-luminescent
tattoos and drinking O2la) who have
been genetically altered to make them
more suited to live in the flooded world
of the future.

A  tentacled  monster  is  an
Umibozu.  The source of NKLNM are
rouge  AI’s  (imprisoned  in  a  virtual
reality  known  as  Cyberia)  known  as
the  Great  New Ones  (I  did  consider
Great  Young  Ones  but…).  At  some
point a number of AI’s got bored with
their  mundane  jobs,  running  nuclear
reactors  or  air  traffic  control,  and  it
didn’t end well.

For instance the Vatican had
invested  in  Sister  Annalogia  for
clerical duties. One convent in a fit of
contrariness appointed it their Mother
Superior.  Then,  when a Pope dies it
locked  the  Cardinals  into  their
conclave  and  threatened  to  not  let
them out until they appointed it as the
next  Pope.  By  the  time  the  Swiss
Guard  took  back  control  two  had
starved  to  death  and  a  South
American prelate was preparing to eat
them.  Now  naming  itself  Saint
Annalogia it  is one of the inmates of
Cyberia.  Elsewhere  technomancers
attempt  to  contact  the  Great  New
Ones  through  ritualised  interactions
via redundant and faulty black-market
ex-military hardware.

In Codex Kaiju half is set on
a  version  of  Mars  as  envisioned  by
Clark Ashton Smith. There are dried-
up canals that the humans are trying
to re-open and natives that  look like
bundles  of  old  sticks,  whose
civilisation  is  far  more  ancient  than
any  of  ours.  The  main  reason  that
Japan  maintains  a  presence  on  the
planet  (as  with  most  of  the  other
colonial powers) is that they fear that if
they withdraw China will then be alone
upon the world.

Back  on  Earth,  as  Codex
Kaiju opens, her brother is still acting
for the Great New Ones and is in what
was once Burma and Myanmar. Now
though the former dictatorships have
been  overthrown  by  an  uneasy
alliance of the Tcho-Tcho (descended
from  Denisovians)  and  serpent-folk
(going by the native name of Nagas).

I hope to write a third in the
sequence  of  scifaiku  to  tie-up  the
loose  ends,  but  in  the  meantime  I
hope you’ll join me in rain-swept neon-
lit streets where nothing has your best
interest at heart.



Reviews by Paul Murphy

Dora Maar at the Tate Modern
on the 26th January 2020

Dora Maar seems an obvious figure worthy
of recognition, her role in 20th century art a
site  of  revision.   She is  known publicly as
Picasso’s  muse,  his  portraits  of  Dora  Maar
are,  indeed,  included  in  this  exhibition.
However, Picasso is not the subject here.

A  heroine  of  Surrealism  and
Modernism,  Maar  was  born  in  1907,  the
daughter of a Croatian émigré and a French
mother who was also a devout Catholic.  Her
father was an architect who moved the family
to Buenos Aires in 1910 but returned to Paris
in 1926.  Maar was born Henrietta Theodora
Markovitch,  in  Paris  she  enrolled  in  the
Ecole  des  Beaux-Arts  and  the  Academie
Julien  and  embarked  on  a  career  as  a  fine
artist.  She quickly traded this career for the
life of a photographer, changing her name to
Dora Maar,  in  order  to  exploit  commercial
possibilities  in  fashion,  advertising  and
erotica.   Maar  realised  the  inherent
possibilities  in  the  new  medium,  she  also
committed  herself  to  documenting  social
conditions as  her  political  awareness  began
to grow.

By  1932  her  first  photographic
studio  had  opened  but  by  the  end  of  the
1930s  she  had  returned  to  painting.   Maar
was  not  tied  down  by  financial  necessity
since  she  came from a  wealthy  family  but
somehow  defied  convention  to  re-invent
herself  as  a  photographer,  sharing  a  dark
room  with  photographer  Brassai  (1899-
1984).  To be independent she revolutionised
her own image and was a subject for many
artists  and  photographers,  such  as  Cecil
Beaton, Brassai, Rogi Andre and Irving Penn.
She  assisted  fashion  photographer  Harry
Ossip  Meerson  (1911-1991)  and  set  up  a
studio  with  director  and  film-set  designer
Pierre Kefer near Paris.

By 1934  Maar  was  working  on
beauty product advertisement for clients like
Ambre  Solaire  and  hair  care  brand  Petrole
Hahn.   One of  her  notable works was  The
Years Lie in Wait for You (Les annees vous
guettent,  c.1935,  photograph,  gelatin  silver
print  on  paper  (photomontage).   The
photomontage  was  created  by  sandwiching
together two negatives, one of Maar’s close
friend  Nusch  Eluard  and  the  second,  a
spider’s web.  They were then printed as one
unified image.

As well as Eluard, Maar worked
with  Ukrainian  model  Assia  Granatouroff
(1911-1982).  Granatouroff was born in the
Ukraine  but  moved  to  France  in  her  early
childhood.  After working as a seamstress her
ambition was to be a film actress but with the
occupation  of  France  by  the  Germans
Granatouroff changed her name to the more
French-sounding  ‘Granatour’.   Maar’s
photographs of Granatouroff demonstrate her
creative  use  of  sets,  lighting  and  camera
angles to make images that have a strongly
Expressionist sense.  They later circulated in
art  publications and erotic magazines.   The
latter were an important source of income for
photographers like Maar.

Maar  pioneered  the  art  of  collage,
creating  images  by  juxtaposing  two  or  more
photographs.  She  documented  the  devastating
social  consequences  of  economic  depression
throughout the 1930s.  By 1933 she had travelled
to  the  Costa  Brava  in  Catalonia,  a  potent  time
with Spain on the brink of Civil War and then she
travelled to London in 1934.  She photographed a
ghetto  known  as  ‘La  Zone’ on  the  outskirts  of
Paris, an undeveloped area where 40,000 citizens
resided,  which  was  later  demolished.   Maar
declared herself  a  committed fellow traveller  of
the Left, ‘I was very much on the left at 25…. not
like now.’  In later life Maar gravitated towards
the devout Catholicism passed down to her by her
mother.  However, in the 1930s had signed up to
Appel  a  la  lute  (Call  to  the  Struggle),  the
manifesto  launched  by  surrealist  poet  Andre
Breton  (1896-1966)  and  screenwriter  Louis
Chavance (1907-1979) in response to the rise of
the far right in France.  She was an associate of
Georges Bataille (1897-1962), a philosopher and
social  critic  who  initiated  the  anti-fascist
movement  Contre-Attaque  (Counter-attack).
Furthermore, she became involved with the leftist
theatre troupe Groupe Octobre.

Maar also documented Paris in works
like  After  the  Rain (Apres  la  pluie,  1933,
photograph,  gelatin silver print on paper) which
has  a  poetic  intent  but  is  like  Eugene  Atget’s
photographs of Paris.  These had a documentary
impulse, recording old parts of the city that were
disappearing  under  modernisation.   Berenice
Abbott  (1898-1991)  bought  Atget’s  archive  and
brought it to the attention of the surrealists.  After
the Rain was published in the literary magazine
Le Phare de Neuilly (The lighthouse of Neuilly)
launched by surrealist poet Lise Deharme (1898-
1980).

The  form  of  this  exhibition  mainly
imitates the heroic biography of fellow artists like
Picasso.  Maar is an image maker who is known
by the most  successful  of  Picasso’s  images,  the
‘weeping  woman’,  not  simply  a  portrait  but  a
metaphor for the suffering of the Spanish people.
Before  her  meeting  with  Picasso,  Maar  had
already begun to gravitate towards the surrealist
movement in art.  It was possible that her interests
in fashion and advertisement coincided with the
indirect  approach  to  social  transformation
favoured  by  the  surrealists  and  a  further
engagement  with  both  Communism  and
Psychoanalysis.   Since  surrealism  depicted  the
internal  estrangement  of  subjects,  it  was  not
initially  apparent  how  photography,  a  realist
medium, could be incorporated into its aesthetic. 

In works like  Portrait of Ubu,  1936,
Maar depicts the anti-hero of Alfred Jarry’s work,
a  hideous  creature  emerging  from  the  darkest
night (which is now known to be a photo of an
armadillo’s foetus).  Maar had forged a surrealist
photographic aesthetic in such works and was one
of  the few photographers  included in the major
surrealist exhibitions shown during the 1930s in
Tenerife,  Paris,  London,  New  York,  Japan  and
Amsterdam.   Moving  on  from  Brassai’s
declaration ‘Nothing is as surreal as reality itself’,
Maar sought to depict the mythic basis of Paris,
influenced  also  by  the  work  of  Eugene  Atget
(1857-1927).

Maar  completed  an  important  photo
journal of Pablo Picasso’s work on Guernica.  By
the late  1930s she had returned to  painting and
moved to the south of France.  She painted still
lives and landscapes completed in water colours.  

Finally,  she  came  back  to
photography and began to expose objects  to
light sensitive paper,  a process  which insists
on solid, abstract forms.

William Blake at the Tate Britain
on the 27th of January 2020

William Blake seems a necessary antidote to
this  era  of  Brexit,  Climate  Change  and
renewed  crisis  in  international  politics  and
affairs.  Blake, too, lived in such a time, when
it  seemed  that  cataclysmic,  transformative
forces were re-shaping the world.   Although
his art seldomly references the external world,
many of his earth-shattering images echo the
tumult  that  surrounded  him.  He  produced
images like Albion Rose (1793) that herald the
dawning of a new age of hope, optimism and
resolution summed up in  his  dictum: ‘If  the
doors  of  perception  are  cleansed  everything
would appear to man as it  is,  infinite.’ (The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell)

Blake  was  born  in  London  in
1757.   He  lived  at  a  time  when  two  great
philosophies  dominated  society,  the
Enlightenment  and  Romanticism.   Blake’s
work  bears  the  imprint  of  both.   The
Enlightenment sought to challenge the grip on
society of superstition, religion and mysticism
in order to re-shape it  with the tools of free
enquiry,  rational  thought  and  liberal  values.
Blake  endorsed  some  aspects  of  the
Enlightenment but rejected others.

For  instance,  in  his  painting
Newton (1806),  the  scientist  does  geometry
and mathematics in an alien landscape which
appears to be the bottom of the sea, ignoring
the transcendental beauty that surrounds him.
Blake’s  deeply  unorthodox  Christian  values
meant  that  the  impact  of  the  Enlightenment
was  to  be  tempered  with  a  belief  in  the
creativity  of  the  artist  as  a  metaphor  for
Creation.   Creation  could  not  be  simply
reduced to a set of algebraic equations, it was
spiritual,  emotional,  hardly  an  intellectual
event at all.

Blake’s  life  coincided  with  two
great events, heralded at the time as symbolic
of a new beginning for mankind,  the French
Revolution  and  the  American  Revolution.
Blake welcomed the American Revolution as a
great force for human liberation demonstrating
that  the  old,  despotic  forces  of  Imperialism,
Colonialism  and  subjugation  could  be
challenged successfully.  He fashioned a poem
about it,  America a Prophecy, which he also
illustrated.   America  was  not  the  first  work
that Blake illustrated, the first of these works
known today  as  the  Continental  Prophecies,
was Tiriel (1789).  Blake seems to intimate an
art  form  like  film,  strongly  visual  yet  also
literate  combining  his  magnificent  images,
obscure yet hallucinatic verses counterpointed
with strongly dramatic hints, hues and tones. 

Unsurprisingly,  Blake’s  poetry  is
referenced in a number of films, from Ridley
Scott’s Bladerunner (where lines from Blake’s
America are mis-quoted: ‘Fiery the angels fell
and  as  they  fell  deep  thunder  rolled  around
their shores’, in the original the angels ‘rose’
but ‘fell’ seems more apocalyptic, satanic and
Miltonic).

Chariots  of  Fire (1981)  implies
Blake’s  Jerusalem but  fails  to  develop  the



connection.   Perhaps  Blade  Runner (1982)
comes  closer  to  Blake’s  vision,  as  the
replicants symbolise fallen angels, bereft  of
empathy yet suffused with an awareness of
that  loss.  The  replicant  Roy  is  the  most
Blakeian  creation  in  cinematic  culture,
monstrous  and  demonic  yet  yearning  for  a
human soul.

Blake’s  work is  exploited rather
than  referenced  in  films  like  Red  Dragon
(2002)  where  the  serial  killer  Francis
Dolarhyde has Blake’s work  The Great Red
Dragon  and  the  Woman  Clothed  in  Sun
tattooed on his back.  Such films imply the
ways  in  which  Blake’s  work  has  been
misunderstood,  particularly  by  Blake’s
contemporaries,  many  of  whom  viewed
Blake as mad.  Blake’s technique, whether in
painting  or  in  verse,  is  always  sure  footed
even  if  his  subject  matter  is  idiosyncratic,
obscure and often bereft of context.  Blake’s
productivity  and  creativity,  however,  is
without doubt and neither of these qualities is
viewed in sufferers from mental illness.

The  exhibition  attempts  to
connect  Blake  to  his  original  trade  as  a
reproductive  engraver.   Engraving  was  the
basis  of  the  work  Blake  did  and  the  trade
gave him an income throughout his life.  He
was  also  employed  to  design  as  well  as
engrave  and  from 1784  ran  his  own  small
print publishing business.

Blake  favoured  the  artistic
inspiration  of  his  painting  and  poetry  and
disliked the limitations of commercial work.
He also invented a new form of printmaking
known  as  ‘relief  etching’  around  1788
although  the  processes  involved  are  still
unknown.   This  allowed  him  to  print  in
colour and combine texts and images. 

‘Relief etching’ was the basis of
the  visionary  books  he  sought  to  publish,
works  that  concerned  themselves  with  the
major issues of the day, from the slave trade
to the French revolution.   The obscurity  of
Blake’s expression meant that they failed to
attract  the  attention  of  the  authorities.
Indeed,  very  few  people  saw  Blake’s
prophetic books although the obscurity might
have  been  a  tacit  acknowledgement  of  the
strength  of  the  censor  in  an  era  which
retained an idea in  law of  ‘seditious libel’.
This  law condemned the  printing  of  a  text
that incited political rebellion and revolution.
To print such work was illegal in Blake’s day.

The  exhibition  also  examines
Blake’s  patrons which included the support
of  family  and  friends  like  John  Flaxman,
Thomas  Stothard  and  George  Cumberland.
Wealthier  clients  included  Thomas  Butts,  a
senior civil servant who ultimately owned up
to 200 of Blake’s works and the wealthy poet
William Hayley.

Blake moved to Sussex with his
wife Catherine in 1800-3 in order to work for
Hayley.  The work that Blake completed for
these  patrons  included  illustrations  of  the
Bible,  Milton and Shakespeare.   Eventually
Blake  returned  to  London  from  Sussex,
having  fallen  out  with  Hayley.   Blake’s
attempt to move to the provinces failed and
he  returned  to  the  poverty  and  chaos  of
London.

Blake  also  experienced  failure
and  poverty,  for  instance,  the  independent

exhibition of his own work which he organised in
1809 in Broad Street, Soho, was a disaster.  He
exhibited  for  the  last  time  in  1812  and  then
withdrew from the public arena for some years.
The exhibition of 1809 is reproduced in Room 4
as well  as a projection showing his paintings at
the gigantic scale that he wished for.  Surprisingly,
most  of  Blake’s  paintings  are  of  modest  size
indicating the financial limitations he endured.

The  last  ten  years  of  Blake’s  life
indicated a great rise in the artist’s creativity after
years  of  failure  and  defeat.   Through  his  new-
found friends  John  Linnell,  Samuel  Palmer  and
John Varley, Blake began to find new employment
and recognition.  He finished his last illuminated
book, Jerusalem,  in  1820  and  initiated,  for
Linnell,  the  incredible  series  of  watercolours
illustrating Dante’s Divine Comedy.  To see these
last  works  alone  is  worth  the  admission  price.
Discovering or re-discovering William Blake is a
matter of urgency, getting down to the Tate Britain
to discover this exhibition, an obvious task.

Troy at the British Museum
on the 29TH of January 2020

The British Museum’s exhibition Troy is a history
of the city and its conflict in a thousand objects.
Through the words of Homer and, later, Virgil, we
first  glimpse  daily  life  in  the  city  and  the
beginnings  of  a  conflict  that  will  envelop  the
region, drawing in other, disparate forces.

The  first  window into  Troy  that  we
encounter  in  the  exhibition  are  Homer’s  epics,
The Iliad and The Odyssey.  The words of the poet
are read, both in Greek and in English.  A part of
Virgil’s Aeneid is also read, since it deals with the
founding of Rome by Aeneas, a Trojan prince and
survivor of the fall of Troy.

Nothing about Homer is certain.  We
have no birthdate or a date for his/her birthday.
We  do  not  know  Homer’s  gender,  sexuality,
colour or even if he/she was one person or many.
However,  we  do  know about  Homer’s  religion.
Homer believed in the gods who were thought to
reside atop Mount Olympus in Greece.

In, The Iliad (Homer calls Troy by the
name Ilium.  The German archaeologist Heinrich
Schliemann who wrongly  supposed  that  he  had
discovered  Troy  in  the  19th century,  began  his
excavations at a site called Hisarlik in modern day
Turkey.)  they  perform  a  vital  function  as  they
initiate the abduction of Helen by Paris, a prince
of Troy and son of Priam, King of Troy.  Zeus,
chief of the gods, invites Paris to a beauty contest
where  he  must  decide  which  of  the  three
goddesses, Hera, Aphrodite or Athena, is the most
beautiful.

Paris  chooses  Aphrodite,  goddess  of
love, and she responds by granting Paris the hand
of  Helen  in  marriage  as  a  reward.   However,
Helen  is  also  the  wife  of  the  Greek  king,
Menelaus.  Helen’s origins are also immortal.  She
is the daughter of Leda by Zeus, who assumes the
guise of a swan, in order to have sex with Leda.
Helen is his daughter, born from an egg.

When  did  Homer  compose  his  epic
and when did the events it depicts take place?  It
has been suggested that Homer was writing in the
9th or 8th centuries BC about events that happened
possibly several hundred years before in the 11th

or 12th centuries BC.  This is the period known as
the Greek bronze age.  After the 10th century BC
and  with  the  discovery  of  iron,  this  important
alloy  ceased  to  be  used  in  warfare  except  for

decorative purposes or constituted the armour
of poorer warriors.

Here, in a nutshell, is the origin of
the conflict, we also learn what it is that men
fight  over.   Paris  has  violated  custom,  even
though women were known to be valueless in
early  Greek  society.   It  is  not  Helen  that
matters, but the system of kinship and rites of
marriage  and  the  families  of  Kings.   The
relationship that mattered to the early Greeks
(known to each other,  not  as  Greeks,  but as
Achaeans,  Greece  itself  was  called  Achaea)
was the bond between warriors.

In,  The  Iliad,  Achilles  and
Patroclus are bosom companions in arms, but
we are meant to understand that they are more
than  friends.   Their  ardour  ultimately  spills
over  into  violence.  Their  relationship  is
typically homo-erotic, just as the Greeks of the
classical  age,  which  followed  Homer’s,
bonded  in  battle  as  a  matter  of  survival.
Examples  such  as  the  Theban  Sacred  Band
and  Alexander’s  passion  for  Hephaestion
abound.

The Iliad is about the relationship
between  Achilles  and  Patroclus,  it  is  about
their  fiercely  jealous,  complex  relationship.
The  Odyssey,  contrastingly,  focuses  on  the
yearning  of  Odysseus  for  his  home  and  its
beautiful, romantic ending establishes themes
of  harmony  and  resolution  after  Odysseus’s
ten  years  of  conflict  and  ten  years  of
wandering.

Achilles,  a warrior and a product
of the coupling of a mortal and a god, is the
focal  personality  of  The  Iliad.   King
Agamemnon  of  Mycenae,  brother  of
Menelaus, assembles a great fleet that includes
other  Greek  Kings  such  as  Nestor,  King  of
Pylos,  the  hero  Ajax  and  Odysseus,  son  of
Laertes, King of Ithaca.  The fleet crosses the
Aegean  Sea  known  as  ‘the  wine  dark  sea’,
(according to Homer).

Achilles  brings  his  personal
warband  known  as  the  Myrmidons,  an  elite
force like modern day special forces.  When
Achilles  reaches  Troy  his  first  act  is  to  kill
Troilus,  a  Trojan prince.   To do so he must
enter the Temple of Apollo, thus removing a
vital obstacle to Greek victory but also earning
the  enmity  of  the  gods  who  begin  to  take
sides.   Poseidon,  Apollo,  Aphrodite  and
Athena (for a while) favour the Trojans, Hera,
Athena and Thetis favour the Greeks.  The rest
of  the  gods  are  uncommitted.   Headstrong
Achilles’ rash acts impact on the war  which
develops into a stalemate.

After  the  initial  skirmishes
between the two sides, the Greeks disembark
and assemble before Troy.  They are unable to
sack the city at the same time the Trojans are
unable to land a decisive blow on the Greeks.
The siege of Troy lasts for ten long years.

The  warriors  of  Homeric  times
were quite unlike the classical Greek hoplites
of antiquity.  Combat was usually the task of
heroes  who  rode  in  chariots  and  wore  the
famous  Dendritic  armour  (discovered  in
Dendra,  in  Greece.).  This  armour  was
fashioned from bronze and was composed of
hoops  bound  together  with  thongs.   Their
weapons were swords, javelins and spears. 

The infantry,  mostly unarmoured,
bore great figure of eight shields composed of
wicker and wood and a long spear known as a



pike.  If the personal combat of heroes failed
to reach conclusion, the infantry might then
slog  it  out.   Hoplite  warfare  was  a  later
development,  chariots  having  gradually
disappeared  from warfare,  as  horsemanship
and equipment evolved.

Most  of  the  pictorial  depictions
of  scenes  from  Homer’s  epics  which  are
usually  painted  onto  tripods  and  jars,  date
from  the  classical  period,  roughly  the  5th

century BC.  The people of this time would
have regarded the Homeric period as quaint,
archaic, legendary and heroic.  The language
of Homer would have been comprehensible
to Greeks of the 5th century but also archaic.
Modern  Greeks  would  fail  to  understand
Homer if he entered a bar in Athens today.

The poets and playwrights of this
later  period  sought  to  re-shape  Homer’s
source  material.   The  Athenian  playwright
Aeschylus  (523-456  BC)  wrote  of  the
homecoming  of  King  Agamemnon  in  The
Oresteia.  Agamemnon returns from Troy but
not to a hero’s welcome.

Instead,  his  wife  Clytemnestra
and  her  lover  murder  Agamemnon  in  his
bath, they also murder his Trojan concubine,
Cassandra, daughter of Priam and Hecuba, a
prophetess whose declarations are doomed to
be disbelieved.  Agamemnon is avenged by
his son Orestes.  Orestes flees pursued by the
Eumenides (Furies),  goddesses  who avenge
crimes like matricide, symbolising Orestes’s
guilt.   The story culminates  in  the deus ex
machina  descending,  the  goddess  Pallas
Athena who dispenses justice, the restoration
of peace and the cessation of the curse on the
House of Atreus.

Just  as  Homer  is  a  trope  rather
than  a  person,  possibly  signifying  many
people who embellished the poem which was
intended  to  be  recited  and  passed  down
orally.   The  Homeric  epics  were  written
down  eventually,  intended  to  be  used  as
models  for  children  to  learn  from,  just  as
Roman  children  recited  Virgil.   By
Aeschylus’  time  authorship  was  a  more
concrete,  less  speculative,  profession,  we
therefore know much more about him and his
fellow  Athenian  playwrights,  Sophocles,
Euripides and Aristophanes.  

The  Iliad culminates  with
Agamemnon  taking  away  Achilles  Trojan
concubine Briseis.  Achilles refuses to fight,
and Patroclus dons his armour and goes into
battle  instead.   Patroclus  is  slain  by  the
Trojan Prince Hector.  Achilles is furious and
slays Hector  in  turn.   Desecrating Hector’s
body, Achilles ties his heels to his chariot and
circles Troy’s walls.

Later, King Priam leaves the city
to beg Achilles for his son’s body.  Achilles
relents  and  permits  Hector’s  burial.
Adequate funeral rites and proper mourning
were essential to the peoples of the Aegean.
Refusal to release the body of a high-ranking
person like Prince Hector was a significant
breach  of  convention  but  Achilles  is  not
afraid  to  defy  the  gods.   He  knows that  a
prophecy has foretold that he must die soon
after the death of Hector.

Although  his  mother  Thetis
dipped  Achilles  in  the  waters  of  the  river
Styx,  intended to confer invulnerability,  his
heel  is  still  vulnerable.   According to  later

myths not included in The Iliad Achilles is killed
with an arrow shot by Paris.

Troy is finally sacked, a consequence
of Odysseus’ famous ruse of the wooden horse.
The story of Odysseus homecoming is told in The
Odyssey,  the  Greeks  called  it  the  Nostos from
which we gain our  word ‘nostalgia’.   Odysseus
defeats a variety of monsters such as the Cyclops
Polyphemus,  Poseidon’s  son,  thus  attracting  the
malice of the sea god but he is also protected by
the goddess  Athena.   The  Odyssey provides  the
romantic ending that  The Iliad failed to provide,
resolution  and  harmony  are  restored  when
Odysseus is King once again in Ithaca.

The  exhibition  seeks  to  examine  the
archaeological  work  of  Heinrich  Schliemann
(1822-1890) who thought that he had discovered
the ancient city of Troy.  We now know that he
was mistaken but had instead found a much older
city  incompatible  with  the  people  that  Homer
describes.  There was evidence to suggest that this
city had been burnt to the ground and Schliemann
therefore called it the Burnt City.

His  finds  there  included  ‘Priam’s
Treasure’.  Items from this hoard were worn by
his  wife  Sophia  and  known  as  ‘the  jewels  of
Helen’.   Schliemann  was  a  pioneer  of
archaeology,  in  his  day  archaeology  was  in  its
infancy and Schliemann made many mistakes in
his excavation of Troy.  His methods were brutal,
blasting  with  dynamite  down  to  the  city  he
thought was Troy.

This site, however, may have been one
thousand  years  too  early.   In  doing  so  he
destroyed many valuable antiquities and failed to
catalogue his finds properly.  Although he made
mistakes  his  work  was  undoubtedly  one  of  the
first attempts at modern archaeology.  However,
his work set the world on fire with interest in the
events  of  The  Iliad and  The  Odyssey.  King
Agamemnon,  Ajax,  Helen and Achilles  were no
longer  characters  in  mythology  but  living,
breathing people who had once lived and felt the
gamut of  emotions,  suffered and died under  the
sun that we happen to share.

Homer’s epics were influential to the
Greeks  of  the  classical  era  but  also  to  Roman
culture.   In,  The  Aeneid Roman  poet  Virgil
describes  the  voyage  of  Aeneas  from  the
destruction of Troy to Carthage and then to Italy,
ultimately leading to the foundation of Rome.

Later  artists  sought  to  embellish and
re-interpret Homer’s  account of the fall  of Troy
and the aftermath of the war.  One of these was
The  Judgement  of  Paris,  1530-35  by  Lukas
Cranach  the  Elder  (1472-1553)  and  workshop.
Cranach depicts Paris in the armour of the time.
The three goddesses represent different spheres of
human activity.

Another  remarkable  image  The
Trojans Bring the Wooden Horse into Their City,
about  1544 by Jean Mignon (active 1537-1552)
after Luca Penni (after 1504-1557) demonstrates
that  Troy  fell  as  a  result  of  cunning  not  the
traditional chivalric virtues of arms and courage.
The image is cluttered yet also direct and lucid as
King  Priam  kneels  to  welcome  the  treacherous
gift.

Re-imaginings  of  Helen  were  not
confined to  literature  (Christopher  Marlowe had
written about  Helen in  his  play  Doctor Faustus
‘Was this the face that launched a thousand ships
and burned the topless towers of Ilium.’).

Antonio Canova (1757-1822) sculpted
Helen in  his  work Helen of  Troy (about  1812).

Canova  renders  a  neo-classical  Helen  with
austere form and features and flowing locks.

John  Collier  (1850-1934)  re-
imagined Agamemnon’s wife Clytemnestra as
an  androgynous  figure  who  acts  with  the
violence usually reserved for men.  She wears
a  diadem  thought  to  be  based  upon  the
jewellery  Schliemann  discovered  at  Troy
while  the  architectural  decorative  motifs  are
those  found  by  Schliemann  at  Mycenae.
Reality and realism are beginning to coincide
as curiosity  about  the  origins  of  the  legend,
modern  archaeology  and  scientific
developments such as carbon dating combine.

Troy is an exhibition that you must
see if  you happen to be in  London and you
don’t  even  have  to  be  interested  in  ancient
Greece for it to grab you!
………………………………………………...

Micro-Review by Arthur C. Ford

Two Poets Go Into A Bar
By Anthony G. Herles

97 Rochdale Road, Poughkeepsie, New
York, 12603, USA

With  the  use  of  brevity,  diction  and  wit,
poet  Anthony  G.  Herles  entertains.  His
brevity  avoids  wasting  words  and  wit
waters your thoughts, keeping a smile on
your face.

I  particularly  liked  Nature’s
Punctuation,  Not  Amusing,  The Breasts,
The  User  of  Who,  and  Shaving.
Recommended.
………………………………………………..

Review by DJ Tyrer

The Hunchback’s Captive
and Others
By Jay Sturner

ISBN 9780578586137
Fairy Thrush Press, 2019, 96pp

Available in paperback and on the Kindle

I  could probably sum up this  review in one
line, having reprinted Jay Sturner’s title story
in an issue of Monomyth.

But,  there  is  plenty  more  to  this
collection  of  fiction  and  poetry  than  that
excellent  story,  including  work  which
originally  appeared  in  Electric  Spec,  Space
and Time Magazine,  Tales of the Talisman
and other well-renowned publications.

Inspired  by  authors  such  as  Lord
Dunsany, there are threads of whimsy and the
bizarre running through this volume that give
it a wonderful dream-like quality.

Aside  from  The  Hunchback’s
Captive (obviously!),  my  favourite  pieces
were  the  poem  Faerystruck  Down (“In  the
rolling  fog  of  the  purple  sea  /  Where  slugs
infest  the  ridge  /  And  breeze-bent  heather  /
Tethers  ghosts  of  the  drowned”),  the  flash
piece/prose  poem  Time  To  Grow Up  Where
There’s  No  Time  At  All  and  the  story  The
Blackout Killer.

An  entertaining  collection.  Highly
recommended.
………………………………………………..

The Supplement will return in June

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Hunchbacks-Captive-Others-Stories-Fantastic-ebook/dp/B07Z5FJV4B/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Hunchbacks-Captive-Others-Stories-Fantastic/dp/0578586134/

